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DESPITE recent safety improvements, 
mining remains a dangerous occupa-
tion. This is especially the case when 
personnel are inexperienced. Add to 
this the increased cost and complexity 

of mining equipment, and the case is easily made for 
training on simulators.

There are essentially three levels 
of simulation for equipment: 
personal computer-based 
knowledge training, visualisation 
programs and advanced 
equipment (AE) simulators. The 
expertise delivered by these latter 
two types of simulation can be 
categorised as skill and special-
situation instruction, respectively.

1. COMPUTER-BASED 
TRAINING
The entry level of equipment 
simulation is based on software 
programs loaded onto personal 
computers with little, or no, 
external mechanical interaction. 
This level of simulation is designed 
mainly to improve the basic 
knowledge of particular items of 
equipment.

A leading provider of this type of simulation is 
Vista Training Inc. In addition to the Simlog heavy-
equipment simulation programmes that it distributes 
(see below), Vista offers, for example, its Tire Care 
computer-based training (CBT) for off-road haul 
trucks. (See image, right.)

The tyre CBT is designed to assist surface miners 

maximise the life of off-road tyres. With this computer 
program, users are informed of the demands made 
on tyres, and how their own actions can influence 
tyre wear, etc.

The Wisconsin-based company’s president, Rick 
Longstaff, comments that the initial investment 
(US$2,500 for an annual licence fee, or US$7,500 for a 
one-time purchase) is “small in comparison with the 
cost of a single tyre that fails prematurely”.

The computer-driven, self-study program uses 
embedded video, audio narration and real mine 
images to ensure that users grasp the concepts. As 
each section of the program is completed, Check 
Your Knowledge questions review the information to 
increase participant comprehension and retention. 
When a user has completed the entire course of the 
program, a Certificate of Completion can  
be printed.

2. VISUALISATION PROGRAMS
The next level of simulation involves a degree of 
mechanical input and greater realism. This enables 
particular skills to be learned, rather than just 
knowledge of the equipment.

A leading provider of this type of equipment 
simulation is Montreal-based Simlog Inc, which in the 
past seven years has sold some 700 simulators (half 
of which have been in North America). The company 
was founded by Paul Freedman in 1999 to 
commercialise training simulation technology 
developed at CRIM (formerly the Centre de 
Recherche Informatique de Montréal), one of 
Canada’s leading research institutes in information 
technologies. (Simlog’s name is a contraction of 
Simulation and Logiciel, French for software.)

Simlog, which offers what it describes as ‘personal 
simulators’, started with products for the North 
American forestry industry, then moved on to 
imitating tower cranes for the construction sector 
and then a hydraulic excavator for mining 
applications. 

Simlog is currently launching simulators for a 
wheel loader (see box, p95) and a haul truck. The latter 
is based on the Caterpillar 793, and will be followed 
by a new electric rope shovel simulator (based on a 

Bucyrus). Some of these products are 
being demonstrated at MINExpo by 
Caterpillar, which uses Simlog as part 
of its own brand (Virtual Training 
Systems).

Simlog’s Mike Keffer told Mining 
Magazine that all of the company’s 
products incorporate interaction with 
associated equipment (for example, 
the wheel loader simulator is able to 
call haul trucks). He notes that these 
simulators are ideal for operators 
needing to learn the generic skills 
involved in handling a type of 
equipment. These core skills are 
required early in all training 
processes, regardless of the actual 
equipment model that the operator 
will eventually control.

The software contains representa-
tive control panels and the program 
enables physical controls to be added 
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Just like  
the real thing

Successful simulation entails representing 
the key characteristics and behaviour of a 
selected piece of equipment
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(all through USB ports) for improved tactile skills. These additions range from 
commonly-available computer game controls (Logitech steering wheel, pedals 
and gear change, for example, costing only some US$500), through a more 
specialised lever/retarder (costing around US$1,500), to real Caterpillar parts. The 
latter weigh 140kg (300lb), come in eight boxes and cost about US$20,000.

Simlog simulators are available for US$6,000 to 12,000 per station, and are 
often bought as multiple packages for classroom-type tuition. Mr Keffer 
commented that this is usually more effective than single-user instruction, and 
many of the sites are organised through local educational establishments. Initial 
training usually takes for one to three weeks (40 to 60 hours).

3. AE SIMULATORS
These Advanced Equipment (AE) simulators incorporate comprehensive 
mechanical inputs that are copied from specific equipment models. Based on 
long-term commitments with OEMs, the simulators have the precise controls of 

LIEBhERR ALLIANCE
In July this year, Immersive Technologies expanded its already extensive 
product range through the release of a simulator for Liebherr’s R996 
excavator. The company said that the release “addresses specific needs of 
mine sites using larger excavators, particularly in Indonesia and the east coast 
of Australia”.

The R996 excavator simulator follows the successful release of the Liebherr 
T282B truck simulator, released by Immersive in 2007. 

The new simulator “accurately replicates relevant operational controls and 
dynamics of the 650t Liebherr excavator, and offers a safe and conducive 
learning environment for new and experienced operators in the mining 
industry”.

The high degree of functional accuracy within this simulator module is 
made possible, according to Immersive, by its exclusive alliance with Liebherr. 
Signed in 2004, this alliance gives Immersive access to confidential technical 
information relating to the original Liebherr R996 excavator.

Immersive’s use of real cab controls and instrumentation provides an 
accurate training environment, and allows trainers to simulate a range of 
emergencies and environmental conditions.

Simlog Inc last month announced a personal 
simulator for wheel loaders. The PC-based 
simulation software brings what the Montreal-based 
company says are “unprecedented cost-effective 
help to operator training in the mining industry”.

Simlog is one of the pioneers in the development 
of personal simulators for heavy-equipment 
operator training. The company developed the new 
software in collaboration with leading Original 
Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) and training 
professionals. Paul Freedman, Simlog’s founder and 
president, says that the new Wheel Loader Personal 
Simulator “puts trainees at the controls of a modern 
wheel loader, featuring virtual digging and 
interaction with a simulated off-highway truck. The 
simulated training emphasises best practices for 
skills assessment, skills development and refresher 

training for new and veteran 
operators alike.”

The new product follows 
the success of Simlog’s Off-
Highway Truck Personal 
Simulator, and is based on 
what Mr Freedman describes 
as the company’s “proven 
instructional design, to 
provide an autonomous 
training tool that knows how 
to teach, affordably and safely”.

The package comprises a 
series of simulation modules, 
of increasing difficulty, that are 
designed to train new 
operators in a step-by-step 
process. The first module, 
Controls Familiarisation, 
teaches users to master the 
operator controls. Later 
modules, such as Load and Carry, and Truck Loading 
with Spotting, are designed to teach advanced skills 
that are vital to productive quarry and mine 
operations.

Another feature of the software is the automatic 
measurement of key performance indicators that 
pertain to the productivity and quality of the 

simulated work. This feature 
enables trainers to assess the 
operator potential of training 
candidates, and the rate of 
skills development.

Rick Longstaff, president of 
Vista Training (a producer and 
global distributor of training 
products and services; see 
page 96) says that personal 
simulators can produce 
“significant business benefits 
by reducing the number of 
hours equipment is removed 
from production, and by 
improving safety while 
minimising accidents due to 
operator inexperience”.

The Wheel Loader Personal 
Simulator supports both 
steering wheel steering and 

stick steering, and three kinds of USB-ready operator 
controls are offered: PC Controls, consisting of low-
cost off-the-shelf input devices; Replica Controls, 
featuring industrial components; and OEM Controls, 
made with parts from real wheel loaders.

The simulator is available (in English, French and 
Spanish) at a cost of US$6,000.

PC whEEL-LOADER SIMULATION
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the model being imitated, and often visuals that are 
taken from a nominated mine.

Immersive Technologies has simulators based on 
over 40 items of mining equipment. The company has 
exclusive licensing and technical information alliances 
with many OEMs, including Bucyrus, Caterpillar, 
Hitachi, Komatsu, Liebherr and P&H MinePro.

In June, Immersive Technologies expanded its 
exclusive relationship with Komatsu with the release 
of a simulator for the WA1200-3 wheel loader (one of 

the world’s largest; see photo, p94).
The company has provided training solutions to 

some notable mining operations. For example, its 
simulators were chosen by Equinox Resources to 
train the operators of its new fleet of haul trucks at 
the Lumwana copper mine in Zambia. 

Equinox is introducing an AC-electric drive  
haul truck trolley-assist system for 27 Hitachi EH4500-
2 240t haul trucks (loaded by Hitachi EX5500 
hydraulic excavators), and training commenced 

before the equipment was even delivered to  
Africa. To facilitate start-up, Immersive Technologies 
provided four AE simulators, configured to the 
Hitachi EH4500 haul trucks and EX5500 excavators, 
and also to the precise local conditions.

In March 2008, Immersive Technologies acquired 
Perth-based Mining Training Services (MTS) to help 
address the Australian mining and civil industries 
shortage of operators. MTS has been renamed 
Immersive Operator Training, and will deliver 
nationally-recognised training courses that include 
advanced simulators that are approved by the 
mining-equipment manufacturers.

An important provider of equipment simulators is 
5DT (Fifth Dimension Technologies). The California-
based company (which also has an office in Pretoria, 
South Africa) has a primary focus on virtual reality 
training simulators, and produces numerous units for 
the mining industry, including:

Surface Mining
n	Dozer
n	Dragline
n	Driving
n	Haul Truck
n	Shovel/Excavator
n	Wheeled Loader
Underground Mining
n	Continuous Miner
n	Long Wall
n	Roof Bolter
Prices for the underground-equipment training 

simulators range from US$50,000 to US$75,000.

The following simulators are currently under 
development:
n	Sequential Coal Mining Visualiser and 

Management Game
n	Forklift Training Simulator
n	Load Haul Dump (LHD) Equipment
n	Drill Rig Simulator 

The Brisbane-based Hastings Deering Group sells, 
services and supports the complete range of 
Caterpillar heavy equipment used in the mining, 
construction, forestry, agricultural, materials 
handling and government sectors. Other associated 
products include Driltech blasthole drills.

As a registered training organisation, the 
Hastings Deering Institute of Training utilises the 
very latest materials, equipment and technology 
used by the mining and heavy earthmoving 
industry. In March this year, the Institute introduced 
Caterpillar’s Virtual Training System (VTS) simulators 
into its training programmes.

These ‘entry-level’ simulators offer trainees and 
existing workers ‘stick time’ in a safe environment, 
free from the physical risks and financial costs 
associated with operating large earthmoving 
equipment.

Hastings Deering notes that students can 
“develop hand-eye co-ordination of controls under 
the watchful eye of experienced trainers”. These 
personal simulators are designed to train and orient 
an entry-level operator on basic machine operation, 
skills and application knowledge. This type of 

unique training can be used as a self-study tool or 
to enhance an instructor-led programme.

Key applications for Caterpillar’s VTS simulators 
include: new operator skill development; 
application training; new control familiarisations;  
and screening new employees.

One of the key benefits claimed for the Cat VTS is 
training effectiveness. The instructional design lays 
the foundation for rapid skill development by 
moving the operator from elementary to complex 
tasks in a logical sequence. The operator’s 
demonstrated skills level can be measured, 
compared and reported against performance 
criteria that allow competency weaknesses to be 
quickly identified.

TRUCk SIMULATOR
Vista Training Inc recently announced the availability of another heavy-equipment simulator from Simlog 
Inc (see page 95). The new Off-Highway Truck Personal Simulator is described as a “cost effective, portable, 
PC-based training tool for heavy-equipment”.

Vista distributes Simlog software, and its 
president Rick Longstaff said that these products 
“enable equipment-operator training without high 
cost equipment downtime and possible damage”. 
He also notes that fuel and tyres, both scarce 
resources, are spared.

Developed in collaboration with leading OEM 
and training professionals, the new simulator puts 
users at the controls of an 85-100t truck in a quarry.

The package incorporates six simulation lessons 
(in English, French or Spanish) of increasing 
difficulty. The first one, Controls Familiarisation, 
introduces the operator controls, while the last 
one, Complete Haul Cycle, combines loading, 
driving and dumping. All data is tracked to allow 
comparison to benchmarks. Mr Longstaff says that 
this make the product “a much better training tool 
than a video game”.

The cost of a commercial software licence is 
US$6,000, and two kinds of simulator controls are 
available (either option connects to a standard USB 
port on most modern personal computers):

1. Basic Logitech steering wheel and gear change (plus separate retarder), or
2. Complete replica of the actual haul-truck controls.

TyRE TRAINING
Immersive Technologies has provided Advanced 
Equipment simulators for operator training at Elk 
Valley Coal’s six operations in Canada (five in 
southeastern British Columbia and one in west-
central Alberta).

Immersive’s regional manager, Cory Cook, 
confirmed that Elk Valley had purchased one AE 
simulator with Caterpillar 793C, Komatsu 930E and 
P&H Minepro 4100XPB modules in May 2007 for its 
Fording River operations. 

The use of these training simulators proved so 
effective, apparently (tyre life doubled), that Elk 
Valley purchased another five AE simulators and 
ten modules, including a light vehicle simulator, in 
May 2008.

In so doing, Elk Valley became the first company 
globally to deploy AE simulator technology to 
each of its operations. Mr Cook said: “The 
equipment has helped Elk Valley realise tangible 
benefits very quickly – tyre life has improved 
significantly, and the equipment allows both 
unskilled and skilled employees to be trained 
much faster while in the simulator’s safe learning 
environment”.

hASTINGS DEERING
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TRAINING ThE TRAINERS
In June, Immersive Technologies recorded the 
400th participant in its TrainerAdvantage 
programme, which was launched in March 2006 to 
support the growing demand for training on its 
simulators. The three-level certification 
programme includes classroom and hands-on 
sessions working with the AE simulator. Each level 
is designed progressively to increase the 
participant’s knowledge from basic operation of 
the simulator to advanced administration 
operation. Immersive says “feedback has shown 
that mines working with simulator-qualified 
training staff are generating results from day one”.

An equipment simulator at the 
National Association of Heavy 
Equipment Training School

ThOROUGhTEC DEVELOPMENTS
In May 2008, Australia’s Mining Industry Skills Centre 
added an electric-truck simulator to its burgeoning 
fleet from South Africa-based Thoroughbred 
Technologies Ltd. ThoroughTec is involved in the 
design, development, manufacture, support and 
distribution of hi-tech modelling and simulation 

products and services. 
The company’s CyberMINE range of mining-

equipment simulators provides integrated training 
on a common 3D virtual ‘battlefield’. The company 
has sold over 300 simulators over the past 20 years.

According to the Skills Centre, the new simulator 
will give the resources industry access to “a 
technically superior simulator which has never before 
been available to the Australian sector”. The truck 
simulator (based on a Komatsu 830E) has reporting 
capabilities, an advanced trainer interface and a fast 
console change-out.

The Skills Centre’s chief executive officer, Derek 

Hunter, said the ThoroughTec simulator will be used 
in pre-employment training, operator up-skilling and 
refresher training programmes.

SyDAC SOLUTIONS
Adelaide-based Sydac Ltd says that its simulators 
“immerse the user in the task at hand by 
accurately simulating the behaviour of equipment 
and the environments in which they operate”. 
Formed in 1988, Sydac’s products range from tools 
that support competency-based training for 
specialist equipment and heavy-vehicle 
simulators, to distributed procedural trainers and 
complex scenario-based hazard perception 
systems. Sydac offers a full simulator range, from 
desktop units to full equipment simulators that 
incorporate real hardware, depth perception 
graphics and motion.

Sydac’s simulators have also been used for 
accident investigation purposes. For example, the 
company recently imitated the collapse of the 
main jib on a 400t bucket wheel reclaimer. Using 
computer simulation, Sydac was able to provide 
the customer with an animated video of the 
collapse sequence, including estimates of the 
dynamic loads in key areas.

5DT’s virtual haul truck being loaded by the virtual 
shovel, which may be operated by a human operator  
or the computer
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